Abstract-In the last several years, a wide variety of techniques have been developed which make practical the implementation and development of large networks for recognizing connected sequences of words. Included among these techniques are efficient and accurate speech modeling methods (e.g.,, vector quantization, hidden Markov models) and efficient, optimal network search procedures (i.e., level building). In this paper we show how to integrate these techniques to give a speaker-independent, syntax-directed, connected word recognition system which requires only a modest amount of computation, and whose performance is comparable to that of previous recognizers requiring an order of magnitude more computation. In particular, the recognizer we studied was an airlines information and reservation system using a 129 word vocabulary, and a deterministic syntax (grammar) with 144 states, 450 state transitions, and 21 final states, generating more than 6 X lo9 sentences. An evaluation of the system, using six talkers each speaking 51 test sentences, yielded a sentence accuracy of about 75 percent resulting from a word accuracy of about 93 percent, for an average speaking rate of about 210 words per minute.
I I. INTRODUCTION
N the laboratory, techniques for speech recognition have evolved to the point where it is possible to undertake usefully large, complex recognition tasks based on searching networks in a computationally efficient and reliable manner. The earliest such systems included DRAGON and HARPY at Carnegie Mellon University [l] , [2] , and the IBM System [3] . These recognition systems relied on a single large network to represent all possible sentences in the language, and efficient heuristic search procedures (e.g., the "beam search" for HARPY and the "stack algorithm" for the IBM system) to find, for a given spoken input, the maximum likelihood sentence in the language. An excellent review of the parameters of and performance achieved by these systems is given by Klatt [4] .
Somewhat different in spirit, but certainly in the class of "difficult" speech recognition tasks, our own work [5]- [7] has used a smaller vocabulary and a more restrictive syntactic structure in order to allow for speaker independence, telephone inputs, and on-line spoken human-machine conversation. Our system was based on a syntaxdirected, level-building search procedure [7] , [8] and, although very costly to implement, provided very good performance on tasks related to airline timetable information [7] . A major architectural difference between the Manuscript received June 6, 1984; revised December 1, 1984 . The authors are with AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ 07974. airline system and the above cited systems was that its basic recognition unit was the word, whereas units smaller than words were used in HARPY and the IBM system. As a result, the size of the network to be searched in the airline system was considerably smaller than the size of the networks of HARPY or IBM, and thus, an optimal search became feasible.
More recently a great deal of work has been done on learning how to model individual words by hidden Markov models (HMM's) with a small number of states. In particular, by using a discrete symbol representation of the linear predictive coding (LPC) vectors derived from an analysis of the incoming speech, a series of speaker-independent word models has been built for both the digits [9] and the airline [lo] vocabularies. Single-word HMM's have previously been proposed by Bakis [ll] ; however, these models had the number of states comparable to the number of frames in the word and, thus, were different from those used in [9] and [ 101. For the airline vocabulary, isolated word error rates on the order of 15 percent were achieved using a word recognition system with an order of magnitude less computation than a conventional dynamic time warping (DTW) approach. We were sufficiently encouraged by these results that we decided to combine the syntax-directed level building search with the isolated word HMM's in an attempt to achieve a robust, accurate, connected word recognizer whose performance compared favorably to that of the DTW approach [lo] , but with greatly reduced computational load. It is the purpose of this paper to describe our efforts towards this goal.
In the course of implementing the system, we primarily used well-known algorithms for recognition (e.g., Viterbi scoring of HMM's LB on words, etc.). However, we did incorporate two techniques which had not been used previously in our own investigations, namely: 1) a global sentence energy normalization which served to equalize the level of energy peaks during stressed vowels of each word in the sentence;
2) a postprocessor probabilistic word duration model to incorporate some finer temporal constraints into the level building solution.
Thus, this paper is primarily an experimental investigation of the performance of well-known recognition algorithms (with the two small exceptions above) applied to a speaker-independent, telephone line input, task-oriented application. Several experiments were run to investigate the effects on overall system performance of each of the above techniques. Also, a comparison, in terms of both computational complexity and performance, was made between the HMM system and a comparable DTW approach. The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section I1 we review the overall structure of the syntax-directed, level-building HMM recognizer. Brief reviews of the various algorithms used to implement the system are given here. In Section I11 we outline the characteristic of the airline reservation and information system and describe a formal evaluation of the overall recognition system. In this section we present experimental results on both the HMM/ LB and DTW/LB systems and discuss the key similarities and differences, and in Section IV we outline areas in which model improvements are required.
OVERALL STRUCTURE OF THE
HMM/LB RECOGNIZER Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the HMM/LB connected word recognizer. There are essentially four steps in the recognition process involving three externally generated datasets. Thus, the implementation of Fig. 1 requires the specification of six processes, as follows.
1) LPC analysis of the unknown connected word string.
2) Generation of a codebook of M * vectors for vector quantization of the sequence of LPC vectors of the connected word string.
3) Generation of a set of hidden Markov models for each of the words in the vocabulary.
4)
Generation of a syntax (a deterministic grammar) describing how vocabulary words are concatenated to give well-formed sentences in the language.
5 ) A set of optimal, syntax-constrained matches of sequences of word HMM's to the unknown connected word string. One match for each possible terminal state in the grammar is obtained.
6) Selection of the optimal string. We now describe, in somewhat more detail, the processing in each stage of the system. 
A. LPC Analysis
The LPC analysis is performed as follows. The speech signal s ( n ) , sampled at a 6.67 kHz rate, is first preemphasized by a first-order digital network ( P ( z ) = 1 -8.952-I). The resulting signal is then blocked into frames of size N = 300 samples (45 ms), with adjacent frames separated by L = 100 samples (15 ms). Each frame is windowed by a Hamming window and an eighth-order autocorrelation analysis is performed. An eighth-order LPC analysis is then performed and the autocorrelation vector is normalized by the LPC residual. The log energy of each frame is appended as the tenth parameter of the vector for that frame.
A global energy normalization procedure is applied to the entire connected word string 1121. The purpose of the energy normalization is to adjust the sentence energy contour so the peak energy is at or close to 0 dB for each word. In this manner the individual word energy contours can be used to aid in the recognition of words as they occur in the sentence context. Fig. 2 illustrates the effect of the global energy normalization on the log energy contour for the sentence /I would like to return on Wednesday afternoon the one three October/. The solid curve at the top is the original (unnormalized) log energy contour, and the dashed curve is the normalized log energy contour. The curve at the bottom of the figure is the energy correction applied to the normalized log energy contour to give the unnormalized log energy contour. It can be seen that as much as a 15 dB boost is required to equalize the word peaks to a common 0 dB level. Although the energy normalization provides a significant improvement, it does not always guarantee that the peak energy within a word will reach 0 dB. This is especially true for short function words within a sentence. However, experimentation has shown substantial performance improvements using this energy normalization scheme for some connected word recognition applications [ 121.
B. Generation of the VQ Codebook
The VQ codebook contains a set of M * vectors which provide the minimum average distortion (distance) between a given training set of analysis vectors and the codebook entries. In particular we used a codebook with M * = 128 vectors, where each vector was a ten-component vector containing nine residual normalized autocorrelations and a normalized log energy value.. The training set consisted of about 100 000 vectors derived from isolated tokens of the words in the vocabulary used for the recognizer. A simple peak log energy normalization, within each word, was used to give the normalized log energy value for each frame. We denote normalized log energy by , ? ? I 
Then the distance' between an arbitrary a and an arbitrary b is given by
where VT i s the matrix of autocorrelations of the LPC system with vector alp,-, 01 is a weighting multiplier on energy distance, andf(E) is a nonlinear energy distance of the form (" Fig. 3 shows a plot off@) versus E. Basically, the energy distance is 0 for differences in log energy less than a low threshold (ELo), gives a linear weight (with some possible offset) for log energy differences between ELoand EHI, and clips at some maximum distance for log energy differences greater than EHI. For our applications we used CY = 0.1, Given the combined LPC plus energy distance of (2) and (3), the design of the VQ codebook becomes one of choosing the set ( b j } such that we satisfy the optimization criterion
Various iterative algorithms for approximating the minimization of (4) have been proposed and shown to work quite well over a wide range of conditions [14] , [15] .
C. Vector Quantization of the Input Analysis Vectors
Once the VQ codebook has been designed, quantization of the input analysis vectors involves computing the distance [according to (3) ] between the input vector and each of the M * codebook vectors, and assigning the index of the codebook vector which gave the minimum distance to the test frame. Thus, for the input vector corresponding to frame t , a,, we compute
The computation of ( 5 ) is performed for all input frames giving the observation sequence O,, t = 1, 2, * , T, where Tis the number of frames of speech, and 0, is the index of the VQ codebook entry that best matches the LPC vector for that frame.
D. Generation of Set of Word H M M s
The idea of representing speech events by Markov models has been used in several speech processing systems [ 11, [ 111, [ 161, [ 171. Most recently, several researchers have used hidden Markov models to characterize individual words for recognition [9] , [ and a symbol probability matrix 
The aq's form a stochastic matrix, i.e.,
Thej, kth entry in B , bj(k), is the probability of observing symbol k given state j ; the bj(k)'s satisfy the stochastic constraint
The model parameters ug, bj(k), are estimated from a training sequence of R sets of observations (a set of observations corresponds to one utterance of a word) and are used to calculate the probability of the observation set given a particular model M . Reestimation formulas, due to Baum et al. [ 191, were used to iteratively adjust the av's and bj(k)'s until the probability of the observation sequence conditioned on the parameter values stops increasing significantly, or when some other stopping criterion is met (e.g., the number of iterations exceeds some limit).
For the results to be presented in Section 111, we used a value of N = 10 states for each word model. We also artificially introduced the constraint that for all k , bj (k) 1 E , i.e., no matter how low the estimated probability of an observation in a state, we clamped it to the minimum value E . Since the bj(k)'s must satisfy the constraint of (8), they had to be renormalized once the E lower bounds were imposed.
E. Formal Syntax
The formal syntax of the language is described by a state transition diagram which defines all word sequences which are considered valid sentences. Fig. 5 shows the state transition diagram for the airline information and reservation system. Myers and Levinson [6] guage specified by the grammar has > 6 X lo9 sentences, each of which is both syntactically and semantically well formed. The sentences range in length from 4 to 22 words, the average (assuming all sentences to be equally likely) is 17 words/sentence. The maximum entropy of the language (allowing for all possible probability distributions of sentences) is 2.15 bitdword [20] .
F. Maximum Likelihood String Decoding Using the LB Algorithm
Given the individual word models Wj for each word in the vocabulary, and given a test sequence of observations 0,, t = 1,2, -* , T, corresponding to a sequence of words in the vocabulary, the job of the recognizer is to decode 0 into the sequence of words (Wrll, WrZl, * * , Wrp,} that "best" matches the observation sequence in the sense that the joint probability of the observation sequence and state sequence is maximized.
To understand how we use the LB algorithm to solve for the Viterbi optimal string, consider the case shown in Fig.  6 , where we assume each word model is a five-state model, and where we impose no syntactic constraints on the sentences (i.e., any word model can follow any other word model). At level l = 1 (the initial level), we begin by matching model q (W,) to the observation sequence 0, beginning at frame l. To do the match we use a Viterbi decoding of the following form.
1) Initialization-bl(l) = [b7(01)], where 6, ( j ) signifies the joint probability of partial state and observation sequences, Pr[Ol, 02, --, 0, and S1, S2, * -* , Sf-1 , j I A , B], where Si is the state at time t = i, and
According to step 3, at the output of the level we save the result in an array P , which is a function of the level 1, the frame number t , and the vocabulary word q.
At level l = 1 we cycle through all words in the vocabulary in the manner described above. At the end of the level (when all word models have been used) we level reduce to form the arrays where I; is the level output best probability, B is the level output backpointer, and W is the level output word indicator. The computation for level 2 (and all higher levels) differs only slightly in the initialization procedure. Since these levels pick up from previous outputs, we have the initialization
otherwise. 4 ) = (1W Equation (loa) sets 6,(1) to zero; (lob) lets the level pick up at the most appropriate place (or places) from the previous level. Equation (11) creates the appropriate initial backpointer array, which records the frame at the previous level in which the previous word ended. During the recursion (Step 2) the backpointer is updated as
and at the end of the level, the probability and backpointer arrays become
Once all the word models have been run at any level, the reduced p , 8, and Warrays are formed [using (9)] and the computation proceeds to the next level.
Technically speaking, both 6,G) and 01, ( j ) are functions of the word index q. However, since the relevant information is saved in the arrays P(I, t , q) and B(Z, t , q) [see (12)], the use of an explicit dependence on q in these functions is unnecessary. The entire procedure terminates when some maximum number of levels L is used. A "best string" of size L words, with probability p ( L , T ) , is obtained by back- tracking using the backpointer array @ ( I , t) to give the words in the string. The "best" string is then given as the minimum of I;@, 7') over all possible levels L.
G. Incorporation of Syntax Into LB Algorithm
To modify the LB algorithm described above to handle the syntactic constraints of the sorted state transition diagram is straightforward. One merely makes the association that the levels are uniquely identified with states rather than word position in the string, so that the candidates at the Zth level need not be temporally contiguous to those at the ( I + 1)st level. In this manner, the Ith level (state), only those models corresponding to words leaving the Zth state are matched. In addition, another set of level backpointers is required to link the states (levels) in temporal order. Details of the required modifications are given in To illustrate the incorporation of syntax into the LB algorithm, Fig. 7 Again, the terminal states (at which a sentence can end) are marked by an asterisk.
This trivial example illustrates the ease with which a deterministic grammar can be incorporated into the LB algorithm.
H. Incorporation of Durational Constraints Into the LB Algorithm
Since the HMM matches to the test string (or some part thereof) are essentially unconstrained temporally, it is possible to expand or contract a model so that it accounts for a large or a small part of the test string, even though words on which the model was trained might never have been as long or as short as the obtained matches. In this manner a word like /Los-Angeles/ could be compressed to match a word like /A/ and vice versa. For a conventional DTW alignment, such problems are eliminated by the global durational constraints built into the algorithm.
To handle three difficulties, a simple Gaussian duration model was assumed for each word in the vocabulary, i.e., the probability density Pq (0) of duration D of the qth word where the mean and standard deviation, Dq and aq, respectively, were estimated (for each vocabulary word) as the sample mean and standard deviation of the training data used to give the word models.
The way in which the durational model was incorporated into the LB algorithm was as follows. At the end of each level, the word duration d,, recovered from the backtracking procedure, is given by
Then the cumulative probability at the end of the level was modified to be
where y was a weighting parameter that was optimized empirically. The weighted probability scores P"(1, t, q) were used in place of the unweighted scores P(1, t, q) in (9), at the end of each level. Although this method of incorporating durational information is clearly heuristic, in practice it improves the performance significantly by eliminating word candidates that are highly unlikely with respect to temporal information.
I. Choosing the Optimal String
For each terminal state (level.) of the grammar (there are 21 such states in the state diagram of Fig. 5 ) , the optimum sentence was traced back. The recognized sentence was the unique word sequence corresponding to the most probable state sequence. For diagnostic purposes we also provided the capability of computing the probability of the actually spoken sentence to learn why an error occurred, and to be able to keep track of statistics on word scores. 
J. Summary of HMM/LB Recognizer
The sequence of operations used to recognize a spoken sentence are as follows.
1) LPC analysis (including sentence dynamic energy normalization).
2) VQ in which the unknown utterance is represented as a sequence of observations from a finite symbol vocabulary (the set of VQ codebook entries).
3) A syntax-directed LB match to the sentence, one state at a time, based on a finite state transition diagram of the language. 4) Selection of the Viterbi optimal sentence among the set of sentences corresponding to terminal states (levels) in the system.
In the next section we outline a set of experiments that were performed to evaluate the performance of the HMM/ LB recognizer.
EVALUATION OF THE SYNTAX-DIRECTED
HMM/LB RECOGNIZER The specific task to which we applied the syntax-directed, HMM/LB recognizer was the airlines information and reservation system [5]- [7] . For this system a vocabulary of 129 words (Table I) experimentation has shown that an isolated word recognition accuracy of about 88 percent in a speaker-trained mode and 91 percent in a speaker-independent mode is obtainable with the vocabulary [21] , [22] . (Interestingly, since the speaker-independent mode used 12 templates per word, it was able to achieve slightly higher performance than the speaker-dependent mode, which used one template per word.)
The grammar, or syntax, for the system is the one given in Fig. 5 . In the state transition diagram, there are 144 distinct states with 450 state transitions, 21 final states, and a capability of generating about 6, X lo9 distinct sentences. When topologically sorted into the format convenient for implementation via the level building algorithm, we get 198 equivalence classes of state transitions (i.e., those having the same initial and final state).
A . Database Used in the Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the system of Section 11, a set of six talkers (five male, one female-all experienced users of speech recognition systems) each spoke a set of 51 sentences from the airlines grammar (see Table 11 ). The sentences were carefully chosen to include every vocabulary word and every state transition in the language. The talkers were asked to read each sentence in a natural manner; no instructions as to speed or manner of articulation were given to the talkers.
Four of the six talkers also individually trained the system by using a robust training procedure [23] to provide speaker-dependent isolated word reference patterns. Using the robust training procedure, a single, isolated-word reference pattern was obtained for each word of the vocabulary. These patterns were used in a speaker-dependent evaluation of the DTW/LB implementation of the airline system. No attempt was made to train speaker dependent HMM's for these four talkers.
The speaker-independent models (and also the templates) were derived from an earlier training set of 100 talkers (50 male, 50 female), each of whom used the robust training procedure to provide a single robust isolated word token for each of the 129 words in the vocabulary [22] . The six subjects who provided the test set were not among the 100 from whom the training data were taken. For the DTW implementation, a clustering analysis [24] of the 100 tokens of each word provided a set of 12 speaker-independent templates for each word in the vocabulary, where the templates were created as the cluster center obtained by averaging for each of the 12 largest clusters. (Template sets both with and without frame energy were created.) Similarly, for the HMM's, the 100 training tokens of each word (suitably vector quantized) were used as input to the Baum-Welch reestimation procedure to provide a single HMM for each vocabulary word. After much preliminary experimentation with the isolated word models
[lo], a value of N = 10 states, with M* = 128 VQ codebook symbols, was used for all models. Table I11 gives several average statistics of the test sequences and the DTW reference patterns. Included in the table, for each of the six test talkers, are the average talking rates (in words per minute-wpm) of the test sequences, the speaker dependent (SD) reference pattern rate (i.e., strung together in the appropriate sequence for each test sentence), the average speaker independent (SI) reference pattern rate (i.e., stringing together an average length template for each word in the string), the ratio of rates of the speaker-dependent patterns to the test pattern, and finally, the ratio of rates of the speaker-independent patterns to the test pattern. Several interesting observations can be made from the data of Table 111 . First we see that the average talking rate of the test utterances was indeed very high, and in fact exceeded 200 wpm for four of the six talkers. Next we see a high degree of variability in the average rate of the SD references across the six talkers. The synchrony of the SD references with the tests is seen in that the rate ratios for the SD/TEST are almost constant. The rate ratios of the SUTEST are also fairly uniform;. howeva, the ratios hover perilously close to 0.5 (in fact, they fall below it for two of the six talkers), indicating potential problems due to violations of DTW temporal constraints. Of course, Table I11 reflects only average SI templates, whereas there is considerable variability in the rate ratios for the SI case in using individual SI templates.
It is worthwhile contrasting the test set used here with a previous one used by Myers and Levinson [7] . Myers and Levinson (with essentially the same sentences) had an average rate of about 171 wpm as opposed to the 210 wpm average rate here. Since the same SI reference patterns were used in both experiments, we expect (and will see later) that the performance here will be somewhat poorer than that achieved in the earlier study.
B. Recognition Experiments
The test database (6 talkers X 51 sentences) was run on the HMM/LB and the DTW/LB recognizers. For the DTW/LB we varied only one condition, namely, whether or not the sentence energy contour was used. The DTWI LB system was run in both speaker-trained (1 template/ word) and speaker-independent (12 templates/word) conditions.
For the HMM/LB recognizer, a series of runs was made to determine the syllabic rate smoothing parameters of the dynamic energy normalization procedure, and then a series of runs were made with variable values of y [see (15) ], the duration model weighting parameter, and finally, a pair of runs was made to show the effectiveness of the dynamic energy normalization procedure. We also performed one pair of runs on the isolated word HMM recognizer on an independent isolated word test set to see if the durational model could help the isolated word case.
C. Recognition Results-DlW/LB
The results of running the test set through the syntaxdirected, DTW/LB recognizer, in both speaker-dependent and speaker-independent modes, are given in Table IV(a) .
Each sentence was scored and the number of word errors (from 0 to 7) was recorded for each talker. Table IV(b) and (c) gives breakdowns by individual talker for the speaker-dependent and speaker-independent results, respectively. In tabulating the number of word errors in a sentence, insertions were essentially disregarded in that they did not add to the word error count. However, a Z Z sentences with insertions did have one or more word errors; hence, the overall sentence error rate is unaffected. A word was judged in error if it did not appear in the recognized sentence in the sequence in which it was spoken.
An analysis of the results given in Table IV shows the  following: 1) In the SD mode, the use of energy leads to a 4.5 percent increase in overall sentence accuracy. It can be seen that most of this increase comes from sentences that, without energy, had single word errors.
2) In the SI mode;' the use of energy leads to a modest 1.1 percent increase in overall sentence accuracy. It can be seen that the percentage of sentences with one or fewer word errors is considerably smaller (5.1 percent) for the case with energy than without. This is an unusual phenomenon due to the high propensity of the system to change /would like/ to /want/ and, hence, incur a double word error in the sentence. Since the sequence /would like/ occurs nine times out of the 51 sentences, and since the energy contours of /would/ followed by /like/ are, in general, grossly different from /would like/ when spoken in context, a large number of the double word errors in the SI case involved this sequence. It should be noted that, in all such cases, the recognized sentence was semantically correct.
3) For the four talkers who provided the SD results, one talker performed significantly better in the SI mode than in the SD mode, one talker was about the same in both modes, and two talkers performed significantly better in the SD mode.
D. Recognition Results-HMM/LB
The first series of runs varied the probability duration model weighting factor y [see (15)] and measured the overall sentence recognition accuracy. Results of these runs are shown plotted in Fig. 8 . It can be seen that the best performance is obtained for a weighting factor of y = 3. At this value of y, the sentence accuracy is 5.9 percent higher than for a value of y = 1. Furthermore, the performance is 12.8 percent higher than for the case when no duration model was used at all (i.e., y = O)! Hence, it should be clear that, even at the word level, the duration model provides a powerful recognition factor for this SJ stem.
Because of the power of the word duration model in the connected word application, it was also applied directly to the isolated word system for the airlines vocabulary. Fig.  9 shows a comparison plot of the error rate versus the top recognition candidates (i.e., whether the correct word was at top one candidate, within the top two candidates, etc.) for the isolated word HMM recognizer both with and without the duration model. It can be seen that even in the Using the weight of y = 3.0, the next experiment compared the performance of the overall system both with and without dynamic energy normalization of the test sentences. The results of this experiment are given in Table  V . (Recall that here we are discriminating only whether or not we dynamically normalize the test energy contour. It has been previously shown that energy is a necessary parameter for the airlines system [lo] using HMM's, and without it the sentence accuracy is on the order of 5-10 percent.) It can be seen that the dynamic energy normalization procedure increases the sentence accuracy by 8.9 percent and decreases the word error rate by 2.6 percent. These improvements in performance are statistically sigisolated word case, a modest but consistent improvement nificant at any reasonable level of significance. Tables IV and V shows that the four talkers used in the SD runs gave much better performance, on average, than the other two talkers used in the SI runs. Thus, the difference in performance between the SD and SI runs, as shown in Fig. 10 , is not really as large as shown; on the basis of using the same four talkers in each case, about half the difference in accuracy is accounted for.
F. Some Additional Analysis Results
To better understand the performance of the recognizers on the airlines reservation task, several additional analyses of the SI experimental results were made. One analysis tried to answer the question of how far away (in a log probability sense) were the actually spoken sentences when the system misrecognized the input-i.e., was an error made because of a poor fit to the correct references, or because of a better fit to incorrect references. In order to gain this understanding, the HMM/LB and DTW/LB recognizers were rerun on all the test data, but using a degenerate syntax such that only the actually spoken sentence was scored. In this manner we could compare the average log probability (or distance) per observation for the incorrect sentence versus that for the actually spoken sentence, and ascertain how close the correct sentence actually was. To quantify these data, Fig. 11 shows a plot of the percentage of the sentence errors (out of the 77 sentence errors made from 306 sentences for the HMM/LB Fig. 11 . Plot of percentage string errors within A(log P ) versus A(1og P) for the HMMlLB system. system) whose correct sentence distance was within A(1og P ) from the actually recognized sentence, as a function of A(1og P ) . (A similar curve could be constructed for the DTW/LB system with A(D) scores.) Since the average log probability per observation ranged from -3 to -4.5 for these sentences, it can be seen that, in general, the vast majority (close to 75 percent) of the incorrect sentences had scores within a very small amount (0.10) of the score for the actual sentence. These cases generally represent sentences with a small number of word errors (1-3) which had errors in days of the week, digits in a string, /want/ versus /would like/, etc. The remaining 15 or so sentence errors (i.e., about 25 percent of them) represent globally bad matches and have average A(1og P ) scores of greater than 0.10.
A second analysis was made of all words whose average log probability scores exceeded some large threshold. The word log probability scores were obtained by backtracking each sentence, knowing the correct string, and obtaining individual word scores from the backtracking. This analysis was done for both the HMM/LB and DTW/LB SI runs. The results of this analysis showed the following: 1) For the HMM/LB system, the words /TO/, /THE/, and /WOULD/ had a large number of occurrences where the average log probability per frame exceeded -5.0. In particular, these events occurred 26 times for /TO/, 18 times for /THE/, and seven times for /WOULD/. No other word had more than three occurrences of large scores. throughout the test.
2) For the DTW/LB system, the words /I/, /THE/, /TO/, and /WOULD/ had a large number of occurrences where the average frame distance exceeded 1.0. In particular, these events occurred 28 times for /I/. 26 No other word had more than four occurrences for large distances throughout the test. The degree of overlap of these poorly performing words emphasizes a major problem with the recognizer-namely, that the word models (templates) were derived entirely from isolated word tokens. For content words such as /LOS-ANGELES/ or /RESERVATION/, there is very little problem using isolated word tokens for recognition of these words ic context; for highly variable function words such as /TO/, /THE/, /WOULD/, etc., the context often changes the words significantly, so that the isolated word models are totally inappropriate. Perhaps the major reason why the entire recognition system performs as well as it does is because there are many content words, and as long as those are properly recognized, the system is quite forgiving of gross misfits on the function words.
IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
The results presented in the previous section show that the HMM/LB implementation of the airlines reservation and information system performs comparably to the DTW/ LB implementation of the same system in the SI modes. This result is somewhat remarkable for two reasons, namely:
1) the HMM/LB system undergoes fairly severe distortion in using a VQ to provide the discrete observation sequence-the DTW/LB has no such quantization distortion 2) the HMM/LB system requires an order of magnitude less computation than the DTW/LB system. The comparable performance of the two systems was shown to be related to the use of a robust, heuristic word duration probability model in the LB implementation, and to the use of a dynamic energy normalization algorithm which served to highlight content words in the string.
The error analysis indicated two problems with the system. First, there are severe problems with the word models for some of the highly variable function words in the vocabulary. Second, there are some fine analysis problems in resolving close-sounding words-e.g., days of the week. The solution to both these problems is straightforward. The only proper way to train a connected word recognizer is from word tokens derived from connected word sequences spoken directly to the recognition system. These connected word sequences can then be used to help train the system to properly recognize embedded word tokens.
A second potential system improvement, for the HMM/ LB system, is to eliminate VQ from the system, i.e., to use continuous distributions, rather than discrete symbols in the HMM's. Preliminary investigations indicate that this is indeed a viable possibility and one that must be considered in future research. The durational model is also amenable to refinement by the use of variable duration HMM's [25] .
Work at IBM [26] has indeed been using all three proposed system refinements and has achieved excellent results on a wide-band speech, single-talker system with a r 101; vocabulary of 250 words. However, it remains to be seen how the degradations of telephone quality speech and the need for speaker independence will affect the resulting system performance on the task studied by the IBM researchers.
In summary, we have shown that a fairly reliable, syntax-directed, connected word recognition system with a medium-size vocabulary can be efficiently implemented using HMM's and the LB algorithm.
